CPD SEMINARS
FROM FLOWCRETE UK
A selection of seminars designed
to provide an overview of the
latest resin floor innovations…
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INTRODUCING
CPD SEMINARS
FROM FLOWCRETE

Flowcrete UK has been dedicated to the pursuit of
excellence for over 30 years and is proud to be part
of the RIBA CPD Providers Network, offering seminars
that tackle a host of resin floor, screed, decking and
wall issues faced by the industry alongside a number of
legislative considerations.
Flowcrete UK Ltd is a world leader
in the manufacture of seamless
resin floor and wall coating systems
as well as Isocrete floor screeds and
underfloor heating designed for
use in commercial and industrial
market sectors.

Kevin Potter
Managing Director
Flowcrete UK Ltd

Flowcrete UK offers a wide range
of services, including a nationwide
CPD programme to assist in gaining
RIBA recognised CPD time as well as
a broader knowledge into the latest
resin floor and screed innovations.

How to book your FREE CPD
seminar from Flowcrete UK
CPD seminars from Flowcrete UK are
available nationwide to those working in
the field of floor specification.
Flowcrete is happy to cater for seminars
involving any number of delegates,
however please notify us of large groups
(over 20) in advance.
To book a CPD Seminar, please use the
form located at the end of this brochure
or alternatively contact our CPD Team
on cpd@flowcrete.com or by calling
+44 (0) 1270 753 000

HOW TO AVOID
SCREED FAILURE
This seminar covers the different types of floor screeds
available and their recommended applications allowing
attendees to…
üü Identify typical reasons behind screed failure
üü Identify the types of floor screeds available
and their recommended applications
üü Understand areas of problem avoidance
when specifying a sub-floor screed
üü Identify screed repair materials
üü Identify the latest environmental
innovations in screed technology

RIBA approved seminar
Duration: 45–60 minutes | Availability: Nationwide
Complimentary buffet or light refreshments

Sub-floor Screeds from Flowcrete UK

UNDERFLOOR HEATING SYSTEMS:
THE WAY FORWARD
This seminar provides a detailed history of underfloor
heating alongside an overview of the latest innovations
allowing attendees to…
üü Identify the types of underfloor
heating systems available
üü Understand the benefits of using an underfloor
heating system over traditional heating products
üü Understand the environmental benefits
of specifying underfloor heating systems
üü Provide a value stream analysis

RIBA approved seminar
Duration: 45–60 minutes | Availability: Nationwide
Complimentary buffet or light refreshments

Underfloor Heating Systems from Flowcrete UK

DECORATIVE RESIN FLOORING
FOR PUBLIC AREAS
This seminar provides a detailed overview of the
specification process for seamless resin flooring
allowing attendees to…
üü Identify the types of flooring available
üü Identify the relative market price, lifecycle
cost and life expectancy of the different
flooring options available
üü Identify the correct specification
framework for decorative resin flooring
üü Identify the types of resin floors and
application areas
üü Provide a value stream analysis

RIBA approved seminar
Duration: 45–60 minutes | Availability: Nationwide
Complimentary buffet or light refreshments

Vibrant Commercial Resins from Flowcrete UK

SPECIFYING SEAMLESS
RESIN TERRAZZO
This seminar provides a background to the traditional
history of terrazzo and outlines the different systems
available to enable attendees to…
üü Understand the different materials
available and their application processes
üü Understand the benefits of using
seamless terrazzo over traditional tiles
üü Identify the benefits and lifecycle
implications of different materials
üü Identify appropriate cleaning methods to
ensure a prolonged life span

RIBA approved seminar
Duration: 45–60 minutes | Availability: Nationwide
Complimentary buffet or light refreshments

Seamless Resin Terrazzo from Flowcrete UK

THE CORRECT SPECIFICATION OF
INDUSTRIAL RESIN FLOORING
This seminar addresses the main reasons as to why
industrial floors fail within the first two years allowing
attendees to…
üü Identify why floors typically fail
üü Understand the true expense and upheaval
associated with incorrectly specified flooring
üü Identify the correct specification framework
of fit-for-purpose industrial flooring
üü Understand BS 8204-6 categories of
floors as well as third party testing
üü Environmental issues associated with industrial
flooring, including Chip 3

RIBA approved seminar
Duration: 45–60 minutes | Availability: Nationwide
Complimentary buffet or light refreshments

Industrial Resin Flooring from Flowcrete UK

CAR PARK DECKING: PROTECTION,
STRENGTH AND AESTHETICS
This seminar outlines the specification framework
to be used when selecting a car park decking
material allowing attendees to…
üü Understand the different deck coating
materials available and their applications
üü Understand the different factors affecting
basement, lowest level, intermediate
and exposed decks as well as ramps
üü Identify the different test methods used
to determine application suitability
üü Identify the benefits and lifecycle
implications of different materials

RIBA approved seminar
Duration: 45–60 minutes | Availability: Nationwide
Complimentary buffet or light refreshments

Colourful Car Park Decking from Flowcrete UK

RENOVATING COMMUNAL AREAS
FOR SOCIAL HOUSING
This seminar provides a detailed history of social housing
environments alongside the different solutions available
and recommended materials to deliver a good return on
investment, lifecycle efficiencies and a positive impact on
sustainability.
üü Identify why floors typically fail
üü Understand the different technologies and
materials available and the key considerations
üü Identify the correct specification framework
for social housing solutions
üü Provide a full service solution recommendation

RIBA approved seminar
Duration: 45–60 minutes | Availability: Nationwide
Complimentary buffet or light refreshments

Social Housing Flooring from Flowcrete UK

THE COST OF FLOOR FAILURE IN
FOOD & BEVERAGE FACILITIES
This seminar explores the true cost associated with the
improper, incorrect or unsatisfactory specification of
flooring materials within the design of food & beverage
production, processing or packaging plants allowing
clients to…
üü Address the most common reasons for floor failure
üü Draw on real-life scenarios where a failing floor has
resulted in financial and reputation damage
üü Outline key factors to consider in order to
minimise these risks and costs
üü Identify flooring solutions that offer long-term
durability, wear resistance, hygiene and safety

RIBA approved seminar
Duration: 45–60 minutes | Availability: Nationwide
Complimentary buffet or light refreshments

Hygienic Food & Beverage Flooring from Flowcrete UK

FLOWCRETE UK
SPECIFICATION ZONE
The Specification Zone provides architects,
specifiers, contractors and developers with a
wealth of information, advice and educational
literature covering a wide variety of resin floor
topics to help industry professionals make the right
flooring choice. It includes…
üü Extensive system and product data sheets
üü Whitepapers
üü eBooks
üü Our latest product brochures
üü Third party certification
üü Chemical resistance data

Visit the Specification Zone…
www.flowcrete.co.uk/specification-zone

RIBA PRODUCT
SELECTOR PROFILE
Flowcrete UK’s RIBA Product Selector Profile is a one-stop
resource for architects interested in specifying one of the
resin flooring experts’ systems.
The interactive nature of RIBA’s online library allows
architects to quickly find the most relevant information
to them, download brochures and even book
themselves onto one of Flowcrete UK’s RIBA approved
CPD seminars.

View our Product Selector Profile…
www.ribaproductselector.com/
flowcrete-uk-ltd/11924/overview.aspx

Ampy Metering, Flowcrete UK

FLOWCRETE UK’S
BIM OBJECTS
Many of Flowcrete UK’s most popular systems can be
downloaded as BIM objects. Authored by NBS and
available in the four main software formats as well as
in IFC format, these objects are ideal for outlining a
development’s floor area during the design stages.
Systems available in the NBS National BIM Library
include…
üü High performance screeds
üü Luxurious decorative finishes
üü Innovative underfloor heating
üü Fast curing commercial solutions

Check out Flowcrete’s BIM Objects…
www.nationalbimlibrary.com/Flowcrete

New Southern General Hospital, Flowcrete UK

CPD
BOOKING FORM
Step 1: Fill in your details…
Name:
Practice Name:

Step 2: Which CPD would you like to book?
How to Avoid Screed Failure
Underfloor Heating Systems: The Way Forward
Decorative Resin Flooring for Public Areas

Postal Address:

Specifying Seamless Resin Terrazzo
The Correct Specification of Industrial Resin Flooring
Car Park Decking: Protection, Strength and Aesthetics

Email Address:
Telephone:
Size of Group:

Renovating Communal Areas for Social Housing
The Cost of Floor Failure in Food & Beverage Facilities

Preferred Date:

Please return the completed form to Flowcrete UK Ltd, The Flooring Technology
Centre, Booth Lane, Sandbach, Cheshire, CW11 3QF or email cpd@flowcrete.com

www.flowcrete.co.uk/cpd

